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A visionary, creative and empathic professional, Nilima has an eye-
opening solution to achieving self-mastery and selfless service in the 
areas of business and leadership, which is outlined in her new book with 
Raj Sisodia titled SHAKTI LEADERSHIP; launched to wide critical 
acclaim in the United States book tour 06 April - 06 May, 2016 

2000+ people 
Institutes | Corporates | Women groups | Government 

11 cities
New York | San Francisco | Chicago | Austin | Phoenix | 
Boston | Washington DC | San Diego | Los Angeles

30 events
Women’s International Networking | Conscious Capitalism 
Orange County-San Diego-LA-Phoenix | Tiara International | 
Open Secret | WisdomWomen | University of San Diego | 
UC Irvine Babson College | The Container Store | The Shift 
Network | YWCA | CC2016 | Sum & Substance | SEED SPOT

Bhat’s new book, guides leaders to lead from a place of 
service by guiding them through experiences that identify 
their higher purpose and create work cultures of meaning.  
By harnessing “SHAKTI” or their feminine “force” or energy, a 
new type of entrepreneurial culture is born - one that models 
humility and compassion, recognizes the value in different 
kinds of minds and believes in the wholeness of all beings.

"Thank you for writing this book" was the widely received 
feedback for Shakti Leadership as the message was received 
with much appreciation and media acclaim across audiences 
on the 11-city book tour of the US.

Ranging from corporates (container store) and start ups (Seed 
Spot) to NGO's (YWCA) and government, business schools 
(UC Irvine, University of San Diego, Babson College) and 
conscious capitalism chapters (Chicago, LA, San Diego, 
Orange County, Phoenix, Boston), global online summits (the 
Shift Network) and leading media (HuffPost and Forbes), the 
call to embrace feminine and masculine power in leadership 
was unanimously acknowledged.

“The dominant leadership model is essentially masculine 
and therefore incomplete,” says Bhat, who leverages her 27 
years of corporate experience, conscious leadership and 
integral health care practices to liberate the superhuman, 
entrepreneurial drive innate to men and women of every 
culture.

Nilima Bhat & Raj Sisodia presenting the first copy of Shakti 
Leadership to Arianna Huffington in NYC
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